orchard prunings, and more. As the grapple is electric, no auxiliary hydraulics are required to operate the grapple clamp. An industrial-duty 12-V linear actuator with an 8-in. stroke operates the grapple clamp. The grapple is supplied with a wiring harness for direct connection to the tractor’s battery, and a prewired rocker switch controls the grapple’s linear actuator. The 28.5-in.-wide single upper grapple and lower 49-in.-wide rake have tines made from 3/8-in. material. Both the upper grapple and lower rake feature gripping notches to help retain loose materials.

The ESCG-48S model is designed for loaders with the “universal” skid steer quick attach system. The ESCG-48JD model is for loaders that use the John Deere hook and pin-type quick attach mount, allowing the operator to easily change from the bucket to the grapple. For more information, please visit Worksaver, Inc. at www.worksaver.com.

VSAFETY, the United Kingdom’s lowest-price specialist for essential health and safety products, announces a threefold increase in its customizable workwear product range and the addition of embroidery as a customization option. VSAFETY has been successfully offering a vast range of customizable hi-vis clothing and personal protective equipment since its launch. The latest addition of a much larger general workwear collection from well-known clothing brands including Gildan, Regatta, Fruit of the Loom, and Portwest, as well as the introduction of embroidery as a customization option, fills the gaps in the company’s workwear portfolio. This allows customers to place their workwear, hi-vis, and personal protective equipment (PPE) orders with just one low-cost supplier—saving time, money and a lot of hassle. For more information about VSAFETY visit www.vsafer.co.uk.

New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and suppliers and selected by the editors for variety and innovation. For more information or to submit a New Products listing, email Gerry Van Treeck at gvtgvt@earthlink.net.